Job ID: 552296
Title: Industries Banker
Company: Standard Chartered Bank

Job Description

• Provide junior support in the coverage and/or execution of transactions for the Industry
• Perform financial and valuation analyses using various methodologies relevant for the Industry
• Build detailed financial models to evaluate performance under various operating scenarios and to analyze the impacts of different capital structures and potential M&A transactions
• Participate in both origination and execution of transactions, from the pitch phase through to closing
• Support the preparation of presentation materials for use in client meetings, covering topics such as strategic alternatives, capital markets activity and general corporate finance
• Support the origination and execution of equity and debt transactions including due diligence and drafting of documents
• Maintain up to date knowledge on clients and targets
• Research and analysis of markets and industries
• Research and financial analysis of companies based on company information, research reports, and other information sources
• Coordinate efforts with deal team members across the Bank
• Involved in day to day project management and execution support
• Complete all required credit and regulatory examinations

Qualifications and Skills

• Engineering Qualification with relevant Industry experience or Degree or post graduate qualified from a top-tier school
• Strong analytical and communication skills
• Prior relevant experience in a top-tier investment bank with a track record in Structured Debt, Project Finance, M&A, Capital Markets, Financial Markets or Structured Trade transactions is favourable
• Solid financial evaluation and Excel abilities

Application

For more information, or to apply for this role, please drop an email with your contact details and CV to junchen.lim@sc.com quoting the Job ID and Title.

Only shortlisted applicants will be notified.